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Design meets Technology

CONTI+ sanitary solutions can be 
described in these three simple 
words. Our products enhance 
sanitary environments – in both 
private homes and public buildings 
– through the employment of high 
quality materials, elegant design and 
innovative technology. 

Materials with exceptional sensory 
qualities cast in attractive shapes, 
combined with technically sophisti- 
cated functions, make CONTI+ 
perfect for the job.
The CONTI+ product portfolio 
comprises a wide range of sanitary 
fittings such as single and multi wash 
basins, wash basin faucets, mirrors, 
accessories, odor traps and angle 
valves. 

Clean lines and extraordinary 
combinations of materials such 
as concrete with stainless steel or 
chrome are a delight to the senses. 
The cool appearance of concrete 
belies its surprisingly soft and silky 
feel, whilst the illuminated control 

buttons and raindrop water jet of the 
Senso faucet are pleasing to the eye.  

Operators of semi-public and public 
rest rooms appreciate technically 
innovative iqua products. They meet 
the needs of modern washrooms 
and WCs, with environmentally 
friendly water-saving performance, 
touch-free operation and outstan- 
ding hygiene functions. Unique 
service concepts make electronic 
faucets as reliable to use as 
mechanical single lever mixers. 
Programmable hygienic rinse and 
thermal disinfection ensure safety, 
hygiene and potable water quality.

Perfectly harmonized in terms of 
their form and function, CONTI+ 
complete solutions are tailored to the 
specific require- 
ments of the sanitary sector. The 
outstanding design and technical 
sophistication of CONTI+ products 
have been affirmed by a whole raft 
of awards. 

Awards for HighTech+iqua 
products
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Guest bathroom and guest WC
Maximum comfort and freedom of movement in 
the smallest room

The challenge
A separate guest WC is one of the essential elements of sophisticated interior 
design. Components with perfectly harmonized design and functionality create 
an aesthetically pleasing appearance that expresses the host's respect for the 
guests.  

Intelligent wash basin solutions 
Wash basins have a major impact on the overall look of guest WCs and 
therefore also function as architectural design elements. Reduced product 
dimensions allow maximum freedom of movement even in small rooms, while 
compact shapes with generously proportioned basins make the products 
comfortable to use. 

High quality materials
Perfectly matched in terms of their design and function, CONTI+ solutions 
ensure a harmonious overall image for the guest WC. From wash basins and 
faucets to bathroom accessories, the clean lines and contemporary shapes are 
consistently maintained throughout. The details are not overlooked either, with 
the attractive design extending to the odor traps and angle valves. High quality 
materials such as concrete, StoneTec, stainless steel, glass and ceramic turn 
guest WC fittings into something very special.

Comfort in even the smallest space
Attractively designed faucets with intelligent sensors and well-thought-out 
LED lighting concepts make hand washing a highly pleasurable experience. A 
perfect example of this can be found in the electronic Senso wash basin faucet 
with raindrop jet. 

Maximum comfort and freedom of 

movement in the smallest room

Guest bathroom / guest WC
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Semi-public and commercial premises
Design meets sustainability and resource 
conservation

The challenge
Esthetically pleasing washrooms and WCs are an important consideration for 
premises with semi-public access. A successful marriage of form and function 
is a must and this poses a challenge for manufacturers. CONTI+ solutions rise 
to this challenge admirably, as can be attested by the numerous completed 
projects and awards from well known institutions. 

Comprehensive range
Washing areas that exemplify the perfect union of design and function are 
the hallmark of CONTI+ – from double wash basins to multi wash basins 
with hygienic back rim, from single lever mixers to electronic faucets with 
LED control buttons, and from washing areas to urinals, where reliable, 
water-saving, touch-free, and hygienic flushing is also required. CONTI+ 
solutions ensure that washing areas and WCs stay clean and always leave a 
well-maintained and professional impression on your guests. 
 
Fittings
For a harmonious overall look when choosing sanitary fittings, it is important to 
have the right accessories. Soap dispensers, paper towel dispensers and toilet 
brush sets in similar materials and styles can be combined to add the finishing 
touch to a designer CONTI+ sanitary environment. 

Design and beauty of form

Hotels / restaurants / offices / administrative 

buildings
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Public rest rooms 
Robust and fail-safe for many years

The challenge
In busy public washrooms, sanitary fittings need to be especially robust and 
durable. Water wastage and lack of hygiene need to be curbed. Maintenance 
and running costs must be kept low. 

Technical sanitary solutions
CONTI+ sanitary solutions help improve hygiene for users with touch-free 
wash basin faucets and urinal valves. We all know the feeling of not wanting 
to touch anything in public WCs. As an added bonus, the electronic faucets 
save water and energy, because water only flows when it is actually needed. 
StoneTec wash basins with hygienic back rim give the operator the confidence 
of knowing that the whole washing area can easily be kept in a clean condition. 
Stainless steel accessories around the wash basin and WC are robust to ensure 
that they remain serviceable for the next user even if they were treated roughly 
by the previous one.  

Portfolio
A comprehensive range for busy washing areas:
-  Wash basins, multi wash basins
-  Touch-free valves/faucets with hygienic rinse function
-  Stainless steel designer accessories: soap dispensers, paper towel dispensers, 

toilet brush sets, etc.
-  Flushing controls for all common urinals
-  Vandal-proof showers and shower panels (optionally with thermal disinfection)

Reliability in public areas

Airports / service areas / railroad stations / 

administration buildings / military buildings / 

schools / universities
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Hygiene and health

The challenge
The sanitary fittings of hygienically sensitive washing areas in, for example, 
hospitals, care homes, doctors' offices, and food production companies are 
subject to particularly stringent requirements: cleanliness of washing areas, easy 
cleaning, regular hygienic rinse and thermal disinfection. Touch-free operation 
is particularly beneficial in these applications because it helps to prevent the 
transmission of germs and bacteria. 

Intelligent faucets
Touch-free IR sensors that detect user proximity and control the water flow 
allow hygienic operation of iqua faucets. Practical additional functions such as 
regular automatic hygienic rinse, adjustment of the follow-up time, or a "Pause" 
function for uninterrupted cleaning, ensure maximum comfort and hygiene in 
the washing area. iqua service monitor compatibility allows wireless transfer of 
recorded data.

Hygiene functions
The design of the faucets – with a small vertical water column in the 
unpressurized area – guarantees that absolutely no water remains inside 
the faucet in regular use. The lead free, bacteria resistant pipework is fully 
compliant with drinking water standards. Thermal disinfection prevents the 
growth of germs and legionella bacteria in the water pipes. 

Ensuring hygiene and potable water

Hygiene in the healthcare sector

Doctors' surgeries / hospitals / care facilities / 

retirement homes
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Guest bathroom /  
guest WC 
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Voila! Le chic Petit guest wash basin

A glass fiber reinforced concrete countertop forms the basis for a luxurious set of fittings for guest bathrooms or guest 
WCs. This harmonious combination of materials contrasts cool stainless steel with the silky soft feel of concrete. The Petit 
countertop provides a stylish base for the Marathon 3 faucet above the satin finish stainless steel Pollux countertop basin, 
offering generous space for hand washing. Underneath the wash basin, round angle valves and the designer odor trap 
complete the ensemble. The WC accessories set in brushed stainless steel provide the finishing touch for the guest WC.
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Koncetta StoneTec for guest WCs

Linear forms define the overall look of the Koncetta wash basin, especially 
when combined with the Marathon faucet with its geometric lines and the 
Sinus range of bathroom accessories. The Koncetta offers a generous area for 
comfortable hand washing in even the smallest of spaces.
The high gloss StoneTec surface is particularly durable and easy to clean. 
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Pollux! The "floating" wash basin

For elegance, even in the smallest of spaces, the Pollux self-supporting wash basin is the perfect choice. Its generously 
sized bowl offers plenty of room for hand washing. The high gloss polished stainless steel and high gloss chrome finish to 
all the parts, from the odor trap to the faucet, make washing your hands a luxurious pleasure. The touch-free operation of 
the iqua ultra wall mounted faucet guarantees that the washing area remains hygienically clean and sparkling.
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Put some Swing in your guest bathroom

With the Swing wash basin as the centerpiece, bathed in warm white LED 
lighting from the HT mirror and surrounded by Senso accessories, a really stylish 
guest bathroom is guaranteed. From the designer odor trap to the illuminated 
raindrop jet of the Senso faucet, every detail is perfect. This elegant ensemble is 
rounded off by a towel rail, soap dish and WC accessories. 
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Semi-public rest room
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Pollux! The double wash basin in chrome, stainless steel, glass or ceramic

The self-supporting odor trap, in stainless steel or chrome, appears in a wide range of design options. A choice of 
basins in different colors and sizes is also available – from a wash basin with transparent glass bowl that appears almost 
unsupported, to a polished stainless steel basin or a white ceramic bowl. The HT mirror with its warm white LED lighting 
sets off these luxurious wash basins beautifully. The Marathon concealed combination set with paper towel dispenser and 
waste bin, keep the washing area tidy. 
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Swing double wash basin for offices

Dark glass on the urinal valves and wash basin faucets contrasts with the Alpine 
white Swing StoneTec double wash basin. Aesthetically attractive and technically 
innovative, these water saving products also help to conserve resources.The 
touch-free iqua ultra faucet only supplies water when the user places their hands 
under the spout. A solar module supplies the energy required for this. 
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Let's twist with Bolero StoneTec

The HighTech Twist makes an attractive light show on the Bolero wash basin. Complementary round forms and an 
innovative touch-free faucet operating concept are making a splash in semi-public rest rooms. An infrared sensor above 
the spout ensures reliable detection right along the water jet. Color LEDs indicate the temperature of the water. The water 
jet is illuminated and the control unit regulates the temperature. A paper towel dispenser in the wall and a waste bin 
under the wash basin keep the area tidy. 
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Samurai for semi-public rest rooms

Dark gray concrete meets brushed stainless steel. The Samurai console appears 
robust yet delicate with its bowl basins and Marathon 3 brushed stainless steel 
single lever mixers. Black glass in a chrome frame conceals intelligent electronics 
that release precisely the right amount of water needed to flush the urinal. 
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Public and commercial 
rest room



StoneTec mineral material

StoneTec is a material used for high spec sanitary architecture. It is high quality, 
a uniform color throughout, and its outstanding stability makes it ideal for 
heavily used public rest rooms. Operators appreciate its nonporous, glossy 
surface which is hard as stone and easy to clean. Users enjoy its sensuous 
touch. 

StoneTec wash basins are made of pure minerals and clear resins. This creates 
a material that allows flexible and innovative design. The wash basins are 
available in many different shapes and sizes, and can also be custom made. 
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The Swing StoneTec wash basin is 
characterized by straight lines and a 
slim shape. It is ideal for semi-public 
and public rest rooms as double or 

multi wash basins, or as a single 
wash basin for private bathrooms. 
Equally slim and with a round basin, 
the Bolero forms the ideal base for 

wash basin faucets with organic 
forms. The hygienic back rim of the 
wash basins for recesses ensures a 
hygienic seal.

StoneTec-PRO is a contemporary mineral material for use in busy public rest 
rooms. With a uniform color throughout, it looks and feels like stone and is just 
as tough. StoneTec-PRO has a semi gloss surface finish, it is easy to clean and 
impressively strong.

The StoneTec-PRO selection ranges from single and double wash basins to 
wash basins for recesses with up to three basins and a practical hygienic 
back rim. The wash basins for recesses can be cut to the right size on site by 
a specialist, individually adapted to customers requirements. Whether as a 
custom-build version or standard size, many different shapes and sizes provide 
a wide range of washbasins for every purpose and operation site. 

StoneTec-PRO mineral material
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iqua maxx on Bolero StoneTec

The easy to clean StoneTec wash basin with practical hygienic back rim forms 
the ideal basis for a multiple row of basins for recesses. The iqua maxx faucet 
and the soap dispenser and hand dryer integrated in the wash basin add the 
finishing touches. The waterless urinal and touch-free wash basin faucets save 
energy and resources.     
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Sanitary solutions for public and commercial rest rooms

CONTI+ sanitary solutions are your first choice when it comes to robustness and hygiene – from the iqua ultra wash 
basin faucet and the iqua IQ concealed urinal valve U18 to the HighTech Marathon toilet roll holder for jumbo rolls. 
Brushed stainless steel and concealed anti-theft fixings ensure protection against vandalism. The touch-free operation of 
the faucets and the hygienic back rim of the StoneTec wash basins for recesses make them hygienic to use and easy to 
clean. The Marathon stainless steel soap dispensers ensure economical consumption as well as being easy to maintain and 
touch-free. 
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Urinals and WC accessories

iqua expertise comes into play in the men's room too, with urinal valves that 
use less water and even urinals that are completely waterless – all with hygienic, 
touch-free operation. No matter whether in high grade stainless steel or chrome 
plated brass, these HighTech ranges of accessories inspire confidence. Security is 
ensured by invisible anti-theft mounting.
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Touch-free wash basin faucets

Intelligent sensors detect user proximity and control the water flow from the 
faucet automatically and reliably. The touch-free operation saves up to 70 % 
water and considerably reduces operating costs for this valuable resource 
as well as the energy required for domestic hot water heating. Robustness, 
durability, and functional reliability play a crucial role in keeping maintenance 
costs low.
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Showers and shower panels

iqua shower fittings and panels offer excellent hygiene performance and comply with drinking water regulations. The 
electronically controlled operation of the fittings makes them particularly economical because no water is wasted. The 
anti-scalding feature along with auto-thermic protection make them safe to use. The showers are hygienically safe 
thanks to their individually adjustable hygienic rinse function at 24, 48, or 72 hour intervals and the option of thermal 
disinfection. 
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Hygiene and health
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Hygiene in doctors' offices and hospitals

Hygiene is a must in medical environments such as dentists' offices or hospitals. iqua products – from wash basin faucets 
through wall mounted faucets to shower fittings – are ideal for these application areas. These faucets and fittings all 
feature touch-free operation. This method is hygienic, can prevent the transmission of germs and bacteria, and is also 
economical and totally reliable. Faucets are available for any wash basin, with a range different outlet heights and 
distances from the wall.  



Product overview
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Self-supporting odor trap – Pollux

The self-supporting Pollux odor trap that offers a remarkable number of 
options: brushed stainless steel or chrome, brushed or polished stainless steel 
basin, transparent glass or glossy white ceramic bowl. 
It appears almost unsupported, yet can withstand loads of up to 150 kg. 

PO1-N-SET,16 

Pollux – self-supporting odor trap set 

self-supporting odor trap, chrome stainless 

steel basin, polished

PO1-N,16 / PO1-N,27

Pollux – self-supporting odor trap,  

with in-wall mounting box and special drain 

without backup function,  

chrome / brushed stainless steel

164.040.11

iqua ultra GW20 wall mounted faucet,  

with IR sensor, premixed water, chrome, spout 

projection: 209 mm

EBDW1,30 / EBDW1,27

Twin wall stainless steel basin, round, 

d=450 mm, h=140 mm 

high gloss finish inside/outside 

satin finish inside/outside

POWB1R,18 

Ceramic basin 

external diameter 395 mm 

height 150 mm

POWB1,55 / POWB1,00

Tempered glass basin, round, d=450 mm, 

h=140 mm 

frosted glass / transparent glass 
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Wash basins – concrete

AL,02 

Alea concrete countertop basin, concrete gray 

dimensions: 420 x 400 mm x 150 mm 

weight: 20.5 kg

MI58,02 

Midas concrete countertop basin with oval 

drain, concrete gray 

dimensions: 580 x 333 mm x 160 mm 

weight: 22.4 kg

WGD155-185,02 

Wedge concrete double wash basin,  

concrete gray 

dimensions: 1550 x 500 mm x 120 mm 

weight:  approx. 65 kg

VE1-80,02 

Venosa concrete single wash basin, drain in 

the form of U-shaped rail, concrete gray 

dimensions: 800 x 500 mm x 120 mm 

weight: 40 kg

KO-520,02 

Koncetta concrete guest wash basin,  

concrete gray 

dimensions: 520 x 255 mm x 92 mm 

weight: 13.5 kg

WG1100,02 

Wedge concrete single wash basin,  

concrete gray 

dimensions: 1100 x 500 mm x 120 mm 

weight: 48.5 kg
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CU94-123,09

Cube concrete single wash basin, dark gray 

dimensions: 1230 x 390 mm x 80 mm

AM120-159,09 

Ammonite concrete single wash basin, basin 

in the shape of a fossil, dark gray 

dimensions: 1200 x 560 mm x 80 mm

BW90,09

BW90 concrete single wash basin, dark gray 

dimensions: 900 x 450 mm x 85 mm 

weight: 26 kg

VE2-100,02 

Venosa concrete single wash basin, drain in 

the form of U-shaped rail, concrete gray 

dimensions: 1000 x 500 mm x 120 mm 

weight: 46 kg

LO68,03

Loft concrete single wash basin, sandstone 

dimensions: 680 x 550 mm x 150 mm 

weight: 35 kg

BL150,09

Block concrete wash basin, dark gray 

dimensions: 1500 x 400 mm x 150 mm 

weight: 58 kg
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Wash basins 

SA-B1500x,09 

Samurai concrete console double wash basin, 

dark gray 

dimensions: 1500 x 500 mm x 770 mm 

weight: 120 kg 

EBDW1,30 / EBDW1,27 

Twin wall stainless steel basin, round, 

d=450 mm, h=140 mm 

high gloss finish inside/outside / satin finish 

inside/outside

PE-B400L,02 

Petit concrete wash basin top, concrete gray 

dimensions: 400 x 280 mm x 80 mm 

weight: 13 kg

EBDW2,30 / EBDW2,27 

Twin wall stainless steel basin, round, 

d=335 mm, h=140 mm 

high gloss finish inside/outside /  

satin finish inside/outside
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POWB1,55 / POWB1,00

Tempered glass basin, round,  

d=450 mm, h=140 mm 

frosted glass / transparent glass 

MA3-2700,27 / MA3-2700,16

Marathon 3 single lever mixer for countertop 

basin, brushed stainless steel / chrome 

height: 342 mm, spout projection: 133 mm

120.000.11+550.034.11

iqua lino wash basin faucet, with IR sensor, 

with extension for countertop basin, chrome 

height: 310 mm, spout projection: 110 mm

POWB2,55 / POWB2,00

Tempered glass basin, round, d=335 mm, 

h=125 mm 

frosted glass / transparent glass 
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Wash basins / multi wash basins / wash basins for recesses StoneTec 

K-ST520R,18 

Koncetta StoneTec wash basin 

dimensions: 520 x 255 x 92 mm

BO-ST611,18

Bolero StoneTec single wash basin 

dimensions: 600 x 495 x 100 mm 

basin: 550 x 350 mm

SW-ST611,18

Swing StoneTec single wash basin 

dimensions: 600 x 495 x 100 mm 

basin: 550 x 350 mm

BO-ST1521,18

Bolero StoneTec double wash basin 

dimensions: 1485 x 495 x 100 mm 

basin: 550 x 350 mm 

distance between basins: 150 mm

SW-ST1521,18

Swing StoneTec double wash basin 

dimensions: 1485 x 495 x 100 mm 

basin: 550 x 350 mm 

distance between basins: 150 mm
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BO-ST1611,18

Bolero StoneTec single wash basin for recesses 

dimensions: 1600 x 515 x 100 mm 

basin: 550 x 350 mm 

side deck: 525 mm

SW-ST1611,18

Swing StoneTec single wash basin for recesses 

dimensions: 1600 x 515 x 100 mm 

basin: 550 x 350 mm 

side deck: 525 mm

BO-ST2221,18

Bolero StoneTec double wash basin for 

recesses 

dimensions: 2220 x 515 x 100 mm 

basin: 550 x 350 mm, Side deck: 475 mm

SW-ST2221,18

Swing StoneTec double wash basin for 

recesses 

dimensions: 2200 x 515 x 100 mm 

basin: 550 x 350 mm, Side deck: 475 mm

BO-ST2231,18

Bolero StoneTec multi wash basin for recesses 

Dimensions: 2220 x 515 x 100 mm 

basin: 550 x 350 mm 

side deck: 125 mm

SW-ST2231,18

Swing StoneTec multi wash basin for recesses 

dimensions: 2200 x 515 x 100 mm 

basin: 550 x 350 mm 

side deck: 125 mm

Wash basins / multi wash basins / wash basins for recesses StoneTec-PRO



70111001010

MONO StoneTec single wash basin 

dimensions: 650 x 530 x 160 mm 

basin: 504 x 340 x 125 mm

7061X00XX00 / 7061X10XX00*

CIRCO StoneTec wash basin 

dimensions: to 3200 x 600 x 250 mm

basin: Ø 415 x 135 mm

70810001000

CARE 750 VARIO StoneTec single wash basin 

dimensions: 810 - 2400 x 550 x 140 mm

basin: 510 x 370 x 110 mm

Wash basins / multi wash basins / wash basins for recesses – StoneTec / -PRO*

70710001000

CARE 750 StoneTec single wash basin 

dimensions: 750 x 550 x 140 mm

basin: 510 x 370 x 110 mm

70221001000

DUO StoneTec double wash basin 

dimensions: 1350 x 555 x 160 mm 

basin: 2 x 510 x 345 x 140 mm
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Wash basins / multi wash basins / wash basins for recesses – StoneTec / -PRO*

7031X00XXX0 / 7031X10XXX0*

PICO StoneTec wash basin 

dimensions: to  3200 x 455 x 150 mm

basin: 450 x 310 x 87 mm

7041X00XXX0 / 7041X10XXX0*

CUBO StoneTec wash basin 

dimensions: to 3200 x 550 x 230 mm

basin: 510 x 345 x 140 mm

7051X00XX00 / 7051X10XX00*

ART StoneTec wash basin 

dimensions: to 3200 x 555 x 114 mm

basin: 550 x 395 x 90 mm
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Wash basin faucets – electronic

161.000.11

iqua ultra wash basin faucet GS10 PUBLIC, 

with IR sensor, temperature control, chrome 

height: 124 mm, spout projection: 106 mm

162.108.11

iqua ultra wash basin faucet GM10 EXPERT, 

with IR sensor, temperature control, chrome 

height: 178 mm, spout projection: 147 mm

163.008.11

iqua ultra wash basin faucet GH10 PUBLIC 

Solar, with IR sensor, temp. control, chrome 

height: 252 mm, spout projection: 168 mm

120.148.11

iqua lino wash basin faucet L20, with IR 

sensor, premixed water, batt./mains/solar, 

chrome, height: 133 mm,  

spout projection: 110 mm

120.100.11 

iqua lino wash basin faucet L10, with IR 

sensor, temperature control, batt./mains/solar, 

chrome, height: 133 mm,  

spout projection: 110 mm

120.120.11

iqua lino wash basin faucet L30, with IR 

sensor, non-pressurized, batt./mains/solar, 

chrome, height: 133 mm,  

spout projection: 110 mm
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131.000.11

iqua maxx wash basin faucet M10, with IR 

sensor, temperature control, chrome 

height: 131 mm, spout projection: 103 mm

131.800.11IQ

iqua hybrid kitchen faucet H10, single lever 

mixer with IR sensor, premixed water, chrome 

height: 375 mm, spout projection: 215 mm

121.110.11

iqua lumino wash basin faucet L10i, with IR 

sensor, temperature control, chrome, integr. 

temperature display with illuminated ring 

height: 133 mm, spout projection: 110 mm

121.138.11

iqua lumino+ wash basin faucet L10c,  

with IR sensor, with small water heater 

water heater controlled by temperature lever 

on faucet 

IQ-SENSO10-S,16

Senso wash basin faucet, with IR sensor, 

electronic temperature control, chrome 

comfort water saving jet 

height: 163 mm, spout projection: 176 mm

IQ-TWIST10-S,16

Twist wash basin faucet, with IR sensor, 

electronic temperature control, chrome 

height: 205 mm, spout projection: 122 mm
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100.100.11

iqua IQ wash basin faucet A10, with IR sensor, 

temperature control, chrome 

height: 186 mm, spout projection: 142 mm

100.140.11 

iqua IQ wash basin faucet A20, with IR sensor, 

premixed water, chrome 

height: 186 mm, spout projection: 142 mm

100.120.11

iqua IQ wash basin faucet A30, with IR sensor, 

non-pressurized, chrome 

height: 186 mm, spout projection: 142 mm

150.020.11

iqua IQ wash basin faucet G30, with IR sensor, 

temperature control, chrome 

height: 255 mm, spout projection: 147 mm

150.040.11

iqua IQ wash basin faucet G20, with IR sensor, 

temperature control, chrome 

height: 255 mm, spout projection: 147 mm

Wash basin faucets – electronic

150.000.11

iqua IQ wash basin faucet G10, with IR sensor, 

temperature control, chrome 

height: 255 mm, spout projection: 147 mm



120.081.11 

iqua tipolino wash basin faucet L25P, 

PIEZO button, without mixture, chrome

height: 143 mm, spout projection: 110 mm

120.071.11 

iqua tipolino Waschtischarmatur L15P, 

PIEZO Taste, with mixture, chrome

height: 143 mm, spout projection: 110 mm
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Wash basin faucets – self-closing 

120.080.11 

iqua tipolino wash basin faucet L25, electr. 

ON/OFF button, premixed water, chrome 

height: 143 mm, spout projection: 110 mm

120.070.11 

iqua tipolino wash basin faucet L15, electr. 

ON/OFF button, temperature control, chrome 

height: 143 mm, spout projection: 110 mm



7402160

CONWASH BASIC 3 DN15 self-closing faucet

without mixture, chrome

height: 124 mm, spout projection: 101 mm

7401505

CONWASH CLASSIC DN15 self-closing 

lavatory faucet with mixture, chrome

height: 141 mm, spout projection: 112 mm

Wash basin faucets – self-closing
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7401300

CONWASH CLASSIC MED DN15 

Arm-operated single-handle faucet, chrome

height: 183 mm, spout projection: 135 mm

7401350

CONWASH CLASSIC MED DN15 Wall-mounted 

arm-operated single-handle faucet, chrome

spout projection: 245 mm

Wash basin faucets – single lever mixers 
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MA3-2000,27 / MA3-2000,16

Marathon 3 single lever mixer,  

brushed stainless steel / chrome 

height: 187 mm, spout projection: 122 mm

MA3-2100,27 / MA3-2100,16

Marathon 3 single lever mixer,  

brushed stainless steel / chrome 

height: 162 mm, spout projection: 105 mm

MA3-2700,27 / MA3-2700,16

Marathon 3 single lever mixer for countertop 

basin, brushed stainless steel / chrome  

height: 342 mm, spout projection: 133 mm



5475043FM/ 5475043FML

CONBUS-KNX COMFORT DN15 

faucet for concealed wall mounting, electr. 

Start /Stop, chrome, round

spout projection: 198 - 214 mm

5475143FM/ 5475143FML

CONBUS-KNX COMFORT-TD DN15 

faucet for concealed wall mounting, electr. 

Start /Stop, chrome, round 

spout projection: 198 - 214 mm 
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120.470.11

iqua lino faucet for concealed wall mounting 

WV10, with IR sensor, temperature control, 

chrome, spout projection: 120 mm, 170 mm, 

220 mm

120.310.11 

iqua lino faucet for concealed wall mounting 

WV20, with IR sensor, premixed water, chrome 

spout projection: 120 mm, 170 mm, 220 mm

164.040.11

iqua ultra GW20 wall mounted faucet,  

with IR sensor, premixed water, chrome 

spout projection: 209 mm

Wall mounted faucets, concealed / exposed – electronic



5475043FMQ/ 5475043FMLQ

CONBUS-KNX COMFORT DN15 

faucet for concealed wall mounting, electr. 

Start /Stop, chrome, angular

spout projection: 198 - 214 mm

5475143FMQ/ 5475143FMLQ

CONBUS-KNX COMFORT-TD DN15 

faucet for concealed wall mounting, electr. 

Start /Stop, chrome, angular 

spout projection: 198 - 214 mm 
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100.310.00

iqua faucet for concealed wall mounting A50, 

with IR sensor, premixed water,  

spout projection: 120 mm, 170 mm, 220 mm
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110.307.11 

iqua lino faucet for exposed wall mounting 

W45, with IR sensor, with thermostat, chrome,

spout projection: 200 mm, 260 mm

7402280

CONWASH BASIC 3 DN 15 Wall self-closing 

faucet, without mixture, chrome

spout projection: 110 mm

Wall mounted faucets, exposed – electronic / mechanical – self-closing

110.230.01

iqua lino faucet for exposed wall mounting 

K20, with IR sensor, premixed water, stainless 

steel, spout projection: 172 mm, 198 mm

110.251.01

iqua lino faucet for exposed wall mounting 

K30, with IR sensor, with thermostat, stainless 

steel, spout projection: 172 mm, 198 mm

110.250.01 

iqua lino faucet for exposed wall mounting 

K10, with IR sensor, temperature control, 

stainless steel, spout projection: 172 mm, 

198 mm

110.305.11

iqua lino faucet for exposed wall mounting 

W35, with IR sensor, with thermostat, chrome, 

spout projection: 200 mm, 260 mm
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Showers and shower panels

120.640.11

iqua lino shower fitting (concealed) DV30/ 

DV30B, touch-free ON/OFF function, chrome 

optionally with thermal disinfection

120.641.11

iqua lino shower fitting (concealed) DV35/ 

DV35B, electronic ON/OFF function, chrome 

optionally with thermal disinfection

110.405.11

iqua lino shower fitting D35, with electronic 

ON/OFF button, chrome 

with thermostat

100.501.00

iqua ShowerMaster P15/P25/P35/P35B, 

electronic ON/OFF button, stainless steel, 

optionally with thermal disinfection

100.500.00

iqua ShowerMaster P10/P20/P30/P30B, 

touch-free ON/OFF function, stainless steel 

optionally with thermal disinfection

100.641.00

iqua ShowerMaster P35PL ProLife, electronic 

ON/OFF button, stainless steel, 

temperature selectable with thermostat
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Urinal valves 

220.108.11 

iqua lino exposed urinal flush valve U60, 

with IR sensor, solar, chrome 

for easy wall mounting without electrical 

wiring, solar or battery operation

201.000.01 

iqua IQ urinal valve (concealed) U28,  

with IR sensor, stainless steel/chrome 

strong stainless steel front plate

220.000.43

iqua lino urinal valve (concealed) U10,  

with IR sensor 

matt chrome front plate/white window

260.000.71 

iqua ultra urinal valve (concealed) U18,  

with IR sensor, black glass/chrome 

black glass front plate

260.000.31 

iqua ultra urinal valve (concealed) U18,  

with IR sensor, white glass/chrome 

white glass front plate
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Urinal valve conversion kits / waterless urinals / siphon regulators

241.001.33 

iqua nowa urinal ceramic (waterless) US32, 

white, with iqua membrane valve 

for reduction of flush water consumption  

to 0 liters

230.010.00 / 230.013.00 

iqua urinal flush control S10, siphon regulator 

(final installation set) 

flush volumes 2 - 8 l/min 

flush volumes 1 - 4 l/min

220.200.43

iqua lino urinal valve U55, with IR sensor, 

conversion kit for concealed flush valve 

matt chrome front plate/white window
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Mirrors

HT1-SPO,00

HT-1 mirror with horizontal LED lighting, 

warm white 

dimensions: 500 x 800 x 35 mm

HT1-SPRL,00

HT-1 mirror with vertical LED lighting, 

warm white 

dimensions: 500 x 800 x 35 mm 

LED lighting optionally on left or right

HT1-Div,00

HT-1 mirror with LED lighting on both sides, 

warm white, available with customized 

dimensions 

width: 400 - 2500 mm / height: 800 mm
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7406961

CONWASH 600 x 400 mirror 

highly polished stainless-steel 

dimensions: 587,5 x 387,5 mm

7406951

CONWASH 500 x 400 mirror 

highly polished stainless-steel 

dimensions: 487,5 x 387,5 mm

7406971

CONWASH 600 x 500 mirror 

highly polished stainless-steel 

dimensions: 587,5 x 487,5 mm
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Bathroom accessories – soap dispensers

MA2-ASW,27 / MA2-ASW,16 

Marathon wall soap dispenser 150 ml, 

brushed stainless steel / chrome 

for wall mounting

120.960.00 

Marathon wall soap dispenser with IR sensor, 

1000 ml, brushed stainless steel 

for wall mounting

MA2-AST,27 / MA2-AST,16

Marathon wash basin soap dispenser, 150 ml, 

brushed stainless steel / chrome 

for wall mounting

MA2-2500-N,27 / MA2-2500-N,16 

Marathon wash basin soap dispenser 1000 ml, 

brushed stainless steel / chrome

HTF-N,27 / HTF-N,16

HT wash basin soap dispenser, 1000 ml, 

brushed stainless steel / chrome 

spout projection: 90 mm

4250300

CONWASH W1 wall soap dispenser, 

500 ml, Solid brass, chrome plated

spout projection: 72 mm
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HTF-ALV-N,27 / HTF-ALF-N,16

HT wash basin soap dispenser, 1000 ml, 

brushed stainless steel / chrome 

spout projection: 149 mm

4250100

CONWASH SR1 table soap-dispenser, 

500 ml, chrome

spout projection: 94 mm

4250110

CONWASH SR2 table soap-dispenser, 

500 ml, chrome

spout projection: 92 mm

4250200

CONWASH SQ1 table soap-dispenser, 

500 ml, chrome

spout projection: 87 mm

4250210

CONWASH SQ2 table soap-dispenser, 

500 ml, chrome

spout projection: 94 mm
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Odor traps and angle valves

PO30,16 

Pollux designer bottle trap 1 1/4", chrome

HTEV,16 

HT angle valve with push-on rosette, chrome 

1/2" connection

HT32,27 / HT32,16 

HT bottle trap 1 1/4"

brushed stainless steel / chrome

MA2-10,27 / MA2-10,16

Marathon angle valve with push-on rosette, 

stainless steel / chrome 

1/2" connection

PO1-N,16 / PO1-N,27 

Pollux – self-supporting odor trap with in-wall 

mounting box and special drain without 

backup function, 

chrome / brushed stainless steel
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7406070

CONWASH baby diaper-changing table,

Wall mounting

Dimensions (W / H / D): 559 x 914 x 127 mm

Sanitary equipment - CONWASH Baby diaper-changing table
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Bathroom accessories – built-in

MA2-AUP1,27 

Marathon concealed sanitary combination 

with paper towel dispenser and waste bin, 

lockable, brushed stainless steel

MA2-AUP2,27

Marathon paper towel dispenser for wall 

recessing, lockable, brushed stainless steel

MA2-AUP3,27

Marathon paper waste bin for wall recessing, 

lockable, brushed stainless steel

MA2-AUP4,27

Marathon hygiene flush combination for wall 

recessing, lockable, brushed stainless steel

MA2-A100T,27 / MA2-A100F,27

Marathon paper towel dispenser for wash 

basin installation, brushed stainless steel 

for vertical and horizontal wash basin 

installation

MA2-A106,27 / MA2-A106,30 

Marathon disposal ring, brushed stainless steel  

/ polished stainless steel, for installation in 

wash basin top  

outer diameter: 150 mm, height: 120 mm



MA2-A104L,27

Marathon hygienic bin for wall-mounting,

with container, lockable, stainless-steel

Dimensions: 308 x 305 x 119 mm
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Bathroom accessories – wall mounted

MA2-A100,27

Marathon paper towel dispenser for wall 

mounting, brushed stainless steel

MA2-A101K,27

Marathon paper waste bin for wall mounting, 

lockable, brushed stainless steel

MA2-A101,27

Marathon paper waste bin for wall mounting, 

lockable, brushed stainless steel

MA2-A104,27

Marathon hygiene bin for wall mounting, 

lockable, brushed stainless steel

MA2-A104K,27

Marathon hygienic bin with integrated

hygienic bag dispenser, flap lid, stainless-steel, 

Dimensions: 308 x 305 x 124 mm
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Bathroom accessories – wall mounted 

MA2-A103K,27 

Marathon sanitary bag dispenser for wall 

mounting, brushed stainless steel 

dimensions: 130 x 92 x 25 mm

MA2-A103,27 

Marathon sanitary bag dispenser for wall 

mounting, lockable, brushed stainless steel 

dimensions: 308 x 185 x 62 mm

MA2-A015,27

Marathon toilet paper dispenser for jumbo 

rolls, lockable, brushed stainless steel 

dimensions: 300 x 300 x 122 mm

120.950.00 

Marathon hand dryer HT220 with IR sensor, 

brushed stainless steel 

230 volts, 2,300 watts

100.950.11

iqua Hand-dryer HT180, with IR-senso,

touchless function, sturdy metal housing, 

chrome, 230V; 2300 Watt

7406311

CONWASH 2 AP toilet paper roll holder,

concealed wall mounting for 2 toilet rolls,

brushed stainless steel

dimensions: 150 x 320 x 145,5 mm
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MA2-A108G,18 

Marathon mesh basket, 50 liter capacity, 

white coated steel 

dimensions: 640 x 330 x 255 mm

MA2-A108GB,27

Marathon cover for mesh basket,  

brushed stainless steel 

cover for MA2-A108G,18

MA2-A108,18 / MA2-A108,27

Marathon mesh basket, 25 liter capacity, 

white coated / coated stainless steel 

dimensions: 350 x 320 x 220 mm

MA2-A100V,27 / MA2-A100VA,27

Marathon paper towel dispenser for 

installation behind the mirror, filling from 

top or bottom by pulling out the dispenser 

(MA2-100VA,27), stainless steel

Bathroom accessories – floorstanding

MA2-A101G,27 

Marathon floorstanding wastepaper bin, with 

rubber pads as feet, brushed stainless steel 

dimensions: 640 x 400 x 250 mm

7406071

CONWASH Waste bin, wall mounted / free

standing, foldable, 54 liters, stainless steel 

wire polished

dimensions: 330 x 640 x 260 mm
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Senso Exclusive bathroom accessories

Senso Exclusive in high gloss chrome or satin finish stainless steel as timelessly 
elegant complement to Senso faucets. Almost invisible with theft-proof 
mountings. Chrome version can be combined and extended with Senso Style.

SE-A002,16 / SE-A002,27 

Senso Exclusive WC toilet brush set for wall 

mounting, chrome holder / brushed stainless 

steel, theft-proof fixing

SE-A003,16 / SE-A003,27 

Senso Exclusive paper roll holder for wall 

mounting, chrome / brushed stainless steel, 

theft-proof fixing

SE-A004,16 / SE-A004,27 

Senso Exclusive spare toilet roll holder for wall 

mounting, chrome / brushed stainless steel, 

theft-proof fixing

SE-A006,16 / SE-A006,27 

Senso Exclusive hook for wall mounting, 

chrome / brushed stainless steel, theft-proof 

fixing

SE-A600,16 / SE-A600,27 

Senso Exclusive towel rail, 600 mm for wall 

mounting, chrome / brushed stainless steel, 

theft-proof fixing

SE-A400,16 /SE-A400,27 

Senso Exclusive towel rail, 400 mm for wall 

mounting, chrome / brushed stainless steel, 

theft-proof fixing
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SE-A800,16 / SE-A800,27 

Senso Exclusive towel rail, 800 mm for wall 

mounting, chrome / brushed stainless steel, 

theft-proof fixing
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Senso Style bathroom accessories

SES-AWC,16 

Senso Style WC toilet brush set for wall 

mounting, chrome holder, frosted glass caddy

SES-APRD,16 

Senso Style paper roll holder with cover 

for wall mounting, chrome

SES-APRH,16 

Senso Style paper roll holder for wall 

mounting, chrome

SES-AHK,16 

Senso Style hook for wall mounting, chrome

SES-AH600,16 

Senso Style towel rail, 600 mm for wall 

mounting, chrome

SES-AH260,16 

Senso Style towel rail, 260 mm for wall 

mounting, chrome
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SES-AAG,16 

Senso Style glass holder with glass for wall 

mounting, chrome holder, transparent glass

SES-AAS,16 

Senso Style soap dish for wall mounting, 

chrome holder, transparent glass

SES-ASS,16 

Senso Style soap dish for wall mounting, 

chrome

SES-AH370,16 

Senso Style shelf with integrated soap dish, 

370 mm for wall mounting, chrome

SES-AA400,16 

Senso Style shelf, 400 mm for wall mounting, 

chrome

SES-AA400U,16 

Senso Style shelf with towel rail, 400 mm, for 

wall mounting, chrome
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Sinus bathroom accessories

SI-AWC,16 

Sinus WC toilet brush set for wall mounting, 

chrome holder, frosted glass caddy

SI-APRD,16 

Sinus paper roll holder with cover 

for wall mounting, chrome

SI-APRH,16 

Sinus paper roll holder 

for wall mounting, chrome

SI-AHK,16 

Sinus hook for wall mounting, chrome

SI-AH630,16 

Sinus towel rail, 630 mm for wall mounting, 

chrome

SI-AH270,16 

Sinus towel rail, 270 mm for wall mounting, 

chrome
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SI-AAG,16 

Sinus glass holder with glass for wall 

mounting, chrome holder, transparent glass

SI-AAS,16 

Sinus soap dish for wall mounting, chrome 

holder, transparent glass

SI-ASS,16 

Sinus soap dish for wall mounting, chrome
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HT bathroom accessories

HT-A002,16 / HT-A002,27 

HT toilet brush set for wall mounting,  

chrome / brushed stainless steel

HT-A003,16 / HT-A003,27

HT paper roll holder for wall mounting, 

chrome / brushed stainless steel

HT-A006-N,16 / HT-A006-N,27

HT hook with pin for wall mounting,  

chrome / brushed stainless steel,  

distance from wall 50 mm

HT-A014,16 / HT-A014,27

HT paper roll holder with cover, swiveling for 

wall mounting,  

chrome / brushed stainless steel

HT-A004,16 / HT-A004,16

HT replacement roll holder for wall mounting, 

chrome / brushed stainless steel

HT-A013,16 / HT-A013,27

HT paper roll holder, swiveling for wall 

mounting, chrome / brushed stainless steel
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HT-A49H,16 / HT-A49H,27

HT hook with doorstop for wall mounting, 

chrome / brushed stainless steel,  

distance from wall 70 mm

HT-A300,16 / HT-A300,27

HT towel rail, 300 mm for wall mounting, 

chrome / brushed stainless steel

HT-A007,16 / HT-A007,27

HT swiveling towel rail for wall mounting, 

chrome / brushed stainless steel

HT-A600,16 / HT-A600,27

HT towel rail, 600 mm for wall mounting, 

chrome / brushed stainless steel
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Marathon bathroom accessories

MA2-A002,27 / MA2-A002,16 

Marathon toilet brush set for wall mounting, 

brushed stainless steel / chrome

MA2-A003,27 / MA2-A003,16 

Marathon paper roll holder for wall mounting, 

brushed stainless steel / chrome

MA2-A006,27 / MA2-A006,16 

Marathon hook with pin for wall mounting, 

brushed stainless steel / chrome

MA2-A014,27 / MA2-A014,16 

Marathon paper roll holder with cover, 

swiveling, for wall mounting, brushed stainless 

steel / chrome

MA2-A004,27 / MA2-A004,16  

Marathon spare toilet roll holder for wall 

mounting, brushed stainless steel / chrome

MA2-A013,27 / MA2-A013,16 

Marathon paper roll holder, swiveling for wall 

mounting, brushed stainless steel / chrome
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MA2-A49H,27 / MA2-A49H,16

Marathon hook with doorstop for wall 

mounting, brushed stainless steel / chrome, 

distance from wall 70 mm

MA2-A007,27 / MA2-A007,16 

Marathon swiveling towel rail for wall 

mounting, brushed stainless steel / chrome

MA2-A300,27 / MA2-A300,16

Marathon towel rail, 300 mm for wall 

mounting, brushed stainless steel / chrome

MA2-A600,27 / MA2-A600,16 

Marathon towel rail, 600 mm for wall 

mounting, brushed stainless steel / chrome

MA2-A25,27 / MA2-A25,16 

Marathon mirror shelf, 450 mm for wall 

mounting, brushed stainless steel / chrome

MA2-AWG,27 / MA2-AWG,16 

Marathon grab rail, 300 mm for wall 

mounting, brushed stainless steel / chrome
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This maxim sums up the essence 
of CONTI+ sanitary solutions – 
pioneering products that break new 
ground in terms of form, materials, 
and technological development; 
environmentally friendly water 
saving products that not only 
enhance the comfort of users, but 
also benefit the environment; many 
years of experience systematically 
and continuously harnessed for the 
management of water savings in the 
sanitary sector.
We set ourselves very high standards. 
Attractive design, functional 
reliability, and easy operation 
and installation are essential 
requirements.
It is no wonder that CONTI+ 
sanitary solutions lead the way in 
the electronic sanitary fittings and 
solutions segment.

A talent for innovation, extremely 
high quality standards, and a reliable 
instinct for the needs of the market 
make CONTI+ products trend setters 
with excellent customer benefits.

Swiss Quality

Aquis Sanitär AG
Balgacherstrasse 17
CH-9445 Rebstein, Switzerland 
phone +41-71-775 9500
fax  +41-71-777-1641
info@aquis.ch 
www.contiplus-armaturen.com

Toveri Pals General Trading Company
Kuwait, Shuwaikh, Free Trade Zone,  
Block 1, Plot 35, 2nd Floor.

Tel: +965 5664-7575 / 76

P.O. Box: 5711, Safat. Kuwait 13058

E: info@toveripals.com  

www.toveripals.com




